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Evaluation of Multichannel Wiener Filters
Applied to Fine Resolution Passive '
Microwave Images of First-Year Sea Ice

William E. Full
FIMTSI, Department of Geology, Wichita State University, Kansas

Duane T. Eppler
Polar Oceanography Branch Office, Naval Oceanographic and Atmospheric Research Laboratory,
Hanover, New Hampshire

Over the past two decades passive microwave that limit high freqpuency noise and enhance ice
imaging systems have proven to be effective recon- characteristics use a lag of one pixel, consist of two
naissance tools in polar environments. However, or three channels, are five pixels in length, and
the mechanical scan mechanism and high gain weigh the auto- and cross-correlation functions
electronics characteristic of this class of sensors equally.
commonly impart noise and unwanted artifacts
to image data they produce, complicating visual
analysis and automated classification procedures. INTRODUCTION
The fact that data in individual scan lines are
characterized by statistical stationarity and that Passive microwave imaging systems represent one
infonnation in adjacent pixels is highly correlated component of a balanced, multisensor instrument
due to oversampling of these image data suggests suite that is required to characterize the sea ice
th/t Wiener multichannel filtering techniques may cover in polar regions. A series of field experi-
prove effective in this application. Wiener filters ments extending over almost 2 decades involving
applied to passivc microwave images of first-year surface investigations and aircraft overflights es-
sea ice were constructed. Four menjor parameters tablished the utility of passive microwave data in
that define the filter (lag or pixel offset between the assessing the relative age of sea ice, its geographic
original and desired scenes, filter length, number extent and concentration, the location of water
of LI:es in the filter, and weight applied to the openings, and the dynamic structure of the polar
empirical correlation functions) were varied. Re- ice pack (Campbell et al., 1975; 1976; 1978; Hol-
sults were compared visually to assess the effect of linger et al., 1984; Eppler et al., 1986; Cavalieri
each variable on image quality. Effective filters et al., 1986). The overall results of these missions

demonstrate that aircraft passive microwave im-
ages of high quality are of significant value to
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Aircraft sensors constructed to provide fine electronics amphlif the signal and pass it to re-
resolution passive microwave iniagury typically cording and display systemis in the aircraft cabini.
employ a scanning antenna assembly to measure Both the mnechanical scan miechanismu ankd high
the extremely weak (10" N~ V) microwave signal gain electronics commionly imipart undesirable ar-
emanating from the earth's surface (Hlollinger et tifacuts to the data that complicate lboth automnated
aL., 19716; Eppler and Heydlauff, 1990). High gain classification proct'dures applied to derive ice

Figure 1. KBMS image of first-year sea ice. The scene is 512 x 512 pixels in slize and shows an are'a approximately 1 4.5
km across. The image was acquired from an altitude of 6100 in (20,000) ft) on I I March 19,S8 in the' Bvauhirt Sea 200 kin1
from the Alaskan coast naear 71'045.N" 144*:30l\V!. Surfaces showni range in lbriglitness teniptpraturt' fromn japrnxiinattel\ 215)
K to 242 K. Dark areas are radiornetrically warm and hidicatr ive that I., highly elnissive. at thet sensor frequiency (3(16
GHz); light areas are radionietrically cool. The mottled pattern is ty-pical offhrst-year ice in this re-gion and rellects ýaria-
tion in surface properties of the ice surface and overlyinig snowv.
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type distributions (Holyer, 1990; Eppler et al., ment noise, are important from a scientific per-
1986; Eppler and Farmer, 1991b) and, to a lesser spective because they reflect areal variation in
degree, visual analysis of the images. Electronic physical characteristics of snow and ice.
artifacts, which arise from noise introduced when Image data used to evaluate the filter were
the weak radiometer signal is amplified, impart a obtained with the U.S. Navy K,-band Radiometric
snowy appearance to the image (Fig. 1). This adds Mapping System (KRMS), an aircraft sensor that
to variance associated with intensities typical of acquires high resolutiGni passive microwave imag-
different surface types and increases the probabil- cry at a frequency of 33.6 GHz (Eppler et al.,
ity that pixels will be misclassified when segmen- 1984; 1986; Eppler and Heydlauff, 1990). Our
tation techniques are applied (Eppleret al., 1986), objectives in applying the filter are to improve
especially those associated with automated classi- visual clarity of the images so that ice variability
fication systems. Scan artifacts, which consist of may be mapped, and to enhance the effectiveness
magnitude shifts in signal intensity and in lateral of automated image classification techniques by
shifts in feature location from scan to scan, arise noise reduction. As will be shown below, use of
from imbalance between antennas and from tim- Wiener signal enhancement filters is appropriate
ing aberrations that occur during data transfer in this application as a natural consequence of the
and storage. This results in each scan being classi- structure of data acquired with a scanning sensor.
fled as an edge when texture classifiers based on
gradient and edge detection logic are applied to
the image (Eppler and Farmer, 1991b). BACKGROUND

Work described here reports results of apply-
ing multichannel Wiener filtering techniques to Traditional methods of dealing with noise reduc-
minimize electronic noise imparted to fine resolu- tion use various smoothing filters oi applications
tion passive microwave sea ice images by high- of the Fourier transform functions. Several of the
gain sensor electronics. In particular, we apply traditional techniques were applied to passive
the method to images of first-year sea ice, which microwave imagery, largely with unsatisfactory
show subtle patterns of variation in surface emis- results. For example, consider the results of
sivity (Figs. 1 and 2)..These patterns, which are applying a moving average function (convoiution)
particularly susceptible to obscuration by instru- to the three images of first-year sea ice in Figure

Figure 2. KRMS test images used in this study. Two of the images (B and C) show first-
year sea ice exclu-ively. The third image (A) consists predominantly of first-year ice, but
also shows a break in the ice cover (bright streak at center of image in first column) that
exposes sea water, which is radiomct, ically cold. This image (A) was included to test the
degree to which the Wiener filter technique is robust with respect to high-contrast fea-
tures that occur in an otherwise low-contrast scene. Each image is 128x 128 pixels In
size. The test images are composed of scans acquired with only one of KRMS's three an-
tennas and so are foreshortened in the downtrack direction. The area shown by each test
image is approximately 3.6 km across and 10.9 km from top to bottom. Histogram equal-
ization and range transformation were also performed over all three images.

A B C
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2. Three moving average functions, 2 x 2, 3 x 3, filters. This blurring is uniacceptablte because tex-
and 5 x 5, were used to produce the filtered im- tural and edge information is being re*mo\ved (Fig.
ages in Figure 3. Convolution reduces noise and 4) that migIit be useful in subsequent analytical
eliminates the snowy appearance of the original processing. Figure 4 captures thesc regions of
image, but at the expense of high frequency intor- greatest smoothing as ghostlike lfatures on ain)
mation. Information removed by the filter can l)e otherwise featureless background. We seek to
displayed in image form by subtracting the filtered preserve this high-frequeincy infkrmatio•i whilec
image from the original image (Fig. 4). These removing thte noise, and standard convolution
image difference maps are convenient for visually methods (Rush, 1990) have f'tiied with this data.
presenting the net change in an image due to a Application of other filters such as thI , d(nble
filter operator (original image = convolved image Fourier translo'in (Conzales and Wintz. 1977;
+ difference image). Note in Figure 3 that fea- Rush, 1990) failed also to proxide the desire•d
tures become fuzzy as a result of applying these enhancement, probably dlue to the filt that noise

Figure 3. Images in Figure 2 (labeled original in this and subsequent figures) couusol', .d

with 2 x 2, 3 x 3, and 5 x 5 smoothing kerutls. Note the increa-sed blurring of subtle t-x-
tural features and the obscuration of feature edges by operators of increasing size. All tht,
images in Figures 3 and 4, along with all subsequent images, are preseinted histogram
equalized and range expanded to maximize the visual impact of subtle featurvs.

A B C
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Figure 4. Difference images derived by subtracting the convolved images shown in previous figure from the original im-
ages (first row of images), histogram equalized, and range transformed. Features undergoing the greatest change will be
displayed as dominant features in these images, Note the relatively uniform texture except where relatively abrupt
changes in intensity occur.
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present in the images is not arrayed within dis- time-varying signal to be filtered. Adjacent scans
tinct spatial frequencies which are necessary to (rows or columns) contain similar information that
define effective Fourier filters. Other less popular is highly correlated for two reasons. First, adja-
approaches were tried with similarly disappoint- cent scans carry redundant information because
ing lack of success. scanner data, if acquired properly, are o\,ersampled

to satisfy Nyquist criteria. Second, different parts
of features that span more than one scan appear

WIENER ENHANCEMENT FILTERING at similar points in adjacent scans (Fig. 5). Appli-
cation of Wiener multichannel techniques pro-

Most current theories for prediction and enhance- vides a means of a) enhancing edges, features,
ment of time series signals are based on the origi- and patterns that appear in adjacent scans and
nal work of Norbert Wiener (Wiener, 1942), Wie- that are highly correlated with respect to position
ner was interested in the systematic design of in the scan and b) minimizing the effect of noise
filters to enhance signals and minimize unwanted that is not correlated between scans.
noise in time series analysis. In particular, Wiener Multichannel Wiener filtering is described
desired to design filters that could be used for elsewhere in detail (Rosenfeld and Kak, 1982;
signal prediction and forecasting. Some of the Robinson, 1983). Principles that underlie this type
earliest applications of Wiener's work involved of filtering are summarized below so that assump-
long-range weather forecasting during the Second tions inherent in correct application of the method
World War. Most current applications of this form are clear. The notation of Robinson (1983) will
of analysis concern separation of desired signals be used in this discussion, and it will be cast in
from unwanted noise in seismic signal analysis terms of image data addressed by this study.
(Robinson, 1983). Wiener filtering procedures are based on

Examples of the extension of Wiener theory to least-squares techniques. The least-squares class
multiple channels are numerous and span diverse of filters depends on the existence of correlations
research fields. One of the more recent nonseis- between the actual and the desired scene to de-
mic applications is reported in Williams et al. fine an optimal filter, which is used to convolve
(1988), who discuss applications for multivariate the actual scene into the desired scene. Let us
data including atmospheric isotopic variations define the input scene as X.,, and the desired
through earth history. In multivariate applications output as Z,,,,, where m represents the time-
such as these, each of the channels is assumed to sampled raster scan (row or column of pixels) and
record similar events in time which have been n represents the number of scan lines that we wish
corrupted by noise that is uncorrelatable across to be included in the Wiener filter. Correlations
channels. Wiener filters are applied to enhance should exist among the information expressed by
correlative events and subdue noise manifest by the family of n scan-lines chosen. Note that if the
uncorrelatable events observed across channels. noise spectra were correlated with the signal,
Wiener-type theory also has been widely used for then that portion of the noise would be considered
image restoration (Gonzalez and Wintz, 1977; as signal in this analysis, potentially amplifying
Rosenfeld and Kak, 1982; Rush, 1990), although undesired effects. However, as noted in the next
the manner in which we apply these filters here section, the noise we are trying to remove is not
is derived more from seismic literature (Robinson correlatable to the signal in the images used in
and Treitel, 1980; Robinson, 1983; Robinson and this study. We define the standard autocorrelation
Durrani, 1986) and its extension into the multi- function of the input for each scan line n as
channel domain (Williams et al., 1988) than from (,,,) = EX,,jX j, r= 0,1,2. (1)
conventional methods of image restoration.

In the current application we consider imag- where Drj (r) represents the autocorrelation func-
cry acquired by scanning sensors to he analogous tion of raster scan j (1 -4 n) over rn pixels and
to time series data. Rows or columns of pixel for pixel lags (r) 0,1,2,... and so forth, and E
intensities, which represent time-dependent mea- represents the usual recipe for calculating the
surements acquired by the sensor antenna as it autocorrelation of raster scan x,,j in terms of the
sweeps across the imaged field of view, form the line itself and its transpose defined at various lags.
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The T represents the standard transpose function, assumptions that must be showii to be reasonable
In our case, m + T = total number of pixels in the with respect to image data. As Robinson (19831
original raster scan. That is, X represents the notes, the extent to which results of the filter can
image defined by pixels 1, 2 ... , in for the first n be applied depends upon the extent to which
scan lines while Z,,,,, is the image defined by pixels, these assumptions are satisfied by the input data.
r, r + 1 ... , in + r, for the same n scan lines of Four assumptions are considered here: 1) that
the original image. Similarly, the cross-correlation the image data analyzed conform to itatistical
function can be defined as stationarity (that is, statistical properties of the

data do not vary greatly over the scan), 2) that
(WJXr) = E I -,,,jx(',,, j}, r = 0, 1,2,3,..., (2)

mean square error between the input and output
where z refers to the corresponding raster scan sequences represents an optimal criterion to eval-
in the desired image. uate the filter, 3) that the derived filter is a linear

These autocorrelation and cross-correlation operation and is of finite length, and 4) that adja-
functions form the basis from whichi a filter is cent pixels in the image in ftct display some
derived that best, in a least-squares sense, con- degree of statistical dependence. Before these
volves the input scene into the output scene. That assumptions are discussed, however, the nature
is, if the best-fit filter for raster scan k (where of the noise associated with these images needs
1 < k 4 n) is defined as to be addressed. The two major sources of noise

F -1 are the noise associated with the amplifier and
f II(s)fk12,(s) .. fk.p(S) the thermal noise associated with the surface sig-

-- s ,(s)(s' =,() (3) nal. Both of these sources of noise are uncorre-
lated with signal and displays purely additive char-

where m and n are defined as before, p is the acteristics (as opposed to multiplicative). For
length of the filter, and s = 0, 1, 2, ..., (p - 1), then example, examination of scans that cross low in-
each element yj of the actual output scene y is tensity and high intensity show similar variance
given by structure when examined visually. If noise were

i-ilk +fx 2 + +(4) multiplicative, the variance structure would be
where=1,2,-.mj=1,-2,...,nk+'"+f1,2, ..., n. expected to be dissimilar over these features.

where i=1, 2 ... rn,j=1, 2 ... i, k=l, 2. a...n

The error between the desired output and the
actual output is simply the difference between Assumption I
the desired output and the actual output. It is this The first assumption is that the statistical proper-
error, normalized in the usual sense, that we wish ties of the input sequence X,,,,, and the desired
to minimize in a least-squares algorithm. Each set output sequence Z,,,,, (which in this case consist
of filter coefficients (fk,) can be obtained by solving of rows and columns of pixels in the unfiltered
p sets of simultaneous equations given by and the filtered passive microwave scene) do not

fkoA(0) +fiitoa( - 1) '. +Jq , (-s)= 0.A(0), change with position within the portion of the
f*,,o•(+) +-o,,k(O) +f .. ak(I - s) = 0_(1), scene being analyzed. This assumption, which is

"so* an adaptation of the theory of statistical stationar-
jiW,,c(s) +fkcA(S - 1) + +f-..,0,(0)= •dk(S), (5) ity applied commonly to time series, implies that

where 1 < k < n. These sets of normal equations the probability of encountering any specific inten-
form a block T1plitz matrix and can be solved with sity value at a pixel location is not tied to a
relative ease using one of a number of efficient specific origin and that the scene being analyzed
algorithms. Robinson (1983) provides an excellent is conceived to be effectively infinite in extent
discussion of one such method. (adapted from Wadsworth et al., 1953). Visual

examination of individual raster scans of the input

APPLICABILITY OF WIENER THEORY TO test images (Figs. 2 and 5) presented in this study

IMAGE DATA suggests that the range of variability is reasonablyv
uniform both along individual rows (along image

Applicability of multichannel Wiener filtering to scans) and down successive image columns. Statis-
the current data set is dependent upon a series of tics that describe variation in pixel intensity
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Figure 5. Plots (f seans 300-309. each 512 pixels whid. fromn the KRMS image shown in
Figure 1. Peaks and valleys that represenit major featurvs cajo be followed readily from
scan to scan.

within and between scans support this conclusion squares procedures in general. Conditions under
(Tables I and 2). which this assumption is violated occur either

when the statistical variability is correlated spa-

Assumption 2 tially within an image, or when the autocorrela-
tion finction exhibits a paucity of correlatable

The second assumption is that the mean square events. Given the character of image data Consid-
error between X,, and Z,,,,, is the optimal criterion ered here, we find no compelling reason why
to evaluate performance of the filter operators this assumption should not hold. Tables 1 and 2

,f•'.... ) determined in the analysis. This is similar indicate that the data are not spatially correlated.
to assumptions associated with regression analv- Additionally, Nyquist sampling used to acquire
sis, principal component analysis, and least- the dala produices overlap in information con-
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Table 1. Statistics for Radiances in Ridoinly Selected which we apply the method here. ( ozeei ably.
Iniage Colmns nonlinear operators may prove to be of greater

Miinimum Maximnum, M•Iean usefulness when complex scenes that ieluhde
Radiance Radiance RadiaWe Standard multiple surface types are analyzed, especiallyColumn (K) (K.) (K) Devriation those scenes in which larger-scale %ariabilitv oxer

9 220.10 23:5.0 22S1 2.6 short distances is juxtaposed with (and indhpel-
1:3 221, 2:33.S 2"2.4 2. i
.39 211,9.3 233 5 226,5 2 s (lent of) small-scale textural patterns.
4:3 221.7 2:33.0 226.7 2.3
60 220.1 234. 2 226 0 2.4
62 221.2 2:3:3. 2262 2. Assumption 4
(iS 219.5 231 I 22R67 2.5
74 216.4 232.0 _''62 2.4 The final assimiption, and probablv the most im-51 192 306 •, 2.1
Is2 219.2 230,6 _.225.7 2 portant one, is that adjacent pixels display sonm
S2 2146. 2:3203 225.5 2.3 degree of statistical dependenice. D)ependence be-
99 215.0 2130.3 225,0 2.7 tweell successive observations is one of te fi Inda-

101 2174 2:30.9 224.S 2.6 mental characteristic of time series data (\Wads-
109 2169 231.7 22-1.3 2S worth et al., 1953). Application 5o' Wiener
120 219.1 2:31 1 224.5 26

techniques to data that lack such correlation pro-
duces unpredictab)le results. The idlierent struic-
ture and scale of image data analyzed here guaran-

tained in adjacent pixels (Fig. 6b) (Eppler and tees that a certain degree of' dependence exists
Heydlauff, 1990) and ensures that events re- between adjacent pixels, both because the data
corded in adjacent scans will be highly correlated. are sampled robustly with respect to oxerlap (Ep-

pier and lteydlauff 1990) and because features
Assumption 3 that define the signal extend over areas of the
The third assumption is that the optimal filer image large enough to encompass multiple pixels.

Each observationl (pixel) represents the Inea-
derived by the least-square analvsis is a linear surement of microwave emission integrated over
operation and is of finite length. The validity Ii ' elliptical area, the size and shape of which
of this assumption relative to passive microwave depends on viewing angle of the sensor (Fig. 6a).
measurements cannot be completely demon- A significant fraction of the information carried
strated. This assumption probably is valid for the in adjacent pixels is redundant )ecause raw data
relatively simple images of first-year sea ice to are collected and sampled such that liotprints of

adjacent pixels overlap (Eppler and tlevdlau ff
1990). The radiometer signal is oversainpled in

Table 2. Statistics for Radiances in Randonly Selected the alotg-scan direction (across image rows) such
inage Rows that the footprint of each pixel overlaps that of its

Minimum Maximum Mean neighbor by approximately 80% (Fig. 6b). (;rouind
Radiance Radiance Radiance Standard swaths of adjacent scans in test images used in

Role (K) (K) (K) Det iation this study overlap by approximately 40%, mean-
3 219.5 2:33.2 226.4 2.9 ing that the footprint of adjacent pixels ovcrlap

113 21 t193 2:31 .4, 227.5 2,546 222.7 235.0 229.0 2.4 by a similar amount in the across-scan directioli

.19 219.6 233.7 2271 13. ((down image columns).
56 220.3 231.2 226.9 2.5
70 220.7 2:3212 226.1 2.5
,:3 221.5 230., 226. 1 2.2
91 220.6 231.7 225.S 2.1
9J2 221 5 230.0 226.2 2.0 METHODOLOGY

100 222.5 232.:3 226.5 2A.
10:3 220.7 229.2 22-5.3 2.1 KRMS Characteristics
107 220.2 229.7 223.1 1.7
1IS 22115 2:30.8 225.1 2.1 Imagery used here was acquired in March 1988
115 220.5 2:30.5 2255 2.2 in the B3eaufort Sea region of' coastal Alaska using
124 215.5 232.9 225.. :3.A

________.... the K,-band Radiomnerictr( Mappin~g Systeni (KH\IS)
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A B

500 0.9008 -- 3.7659

450 0.6767 2.8283

400 0.5322 2.2247

350 0.4352 1.8194

300 0.3683 1.5397

250 0.3213 1.3433

200 0.2883 1.2052
A

15, 0.2651. 1.10960 -"

100 0.2505 1.0470

50 0.2420 1.0015

Nadir C.2392 1.000

A B
Flight Direction

Figure b. A' Vnriation in the size and shapte of the KIAMS 3 dB lbeamspot ais a fo•ttioll of
look angle. The beam, which subtenids a circular spot at nadir, sitbthtndils at elliptical spot
at off nadir angles. Beamsspots ar- plotted to sw(ale. 'Two consersiolI lacitt•rs art, I•isen ftor
each angle. The left mtouler. whet multiplied bN aiircrdiu altitudtnt,. Vix es thlt arta t' Of tht.
beatrispot in sqtare units of altitude. The arta subtenthdd by the adir hbeamspttt frotm
10.000 ft altittide thits is 2392 sqI ft. The right motber represents the relatise, ar•a Of the'
beamnspot with respect to the aria il te hi o dir beanivspol. l' ;Trt'a iman e t b\ I teach Iatam
at 50' thos is 3.7)59 times larger thim tlh arta imaged at nadir, Ii) ( )x\trIp I et wt i'
beamspots in) adjacenti KRNIS scu•ns plotted for ditle'Vreunt look angles, KIHMS a+tenittit san
rate is adjusted with resptct Iit, downotrack aircraft ti itm as data are thti l i,,l 'hcli Ih tt
the beam i each sva iccessise scut weeps a ground svwalth that. at •ildir. imtithdt.s SO'4 OI
the area imag*ed in thle privimis sci, ( )\rap at off nadir anhgls is i•rc.ittr thain M'( bl-e
cause the size of the. beam yo t itocrease's with totk anteh.
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in conjunction wvith the Navy-NASA SSNf / Ali successive scanls. Anitennta beaml Width is I'~, so
dation Experiment (Fanner et al]., 1 989, Eppler tthat spatial resolution of the uniprocessed signal
and Farmer, 1991a; Cavalieri et al., 1991). lCI~NfS is approximately 16 ft per 100(0 ft of fhght altitude
is all airborne passive mnicrowave imaging systemn at nladir, Radiometric senisitivity mneasuired in the
that senses vertically polarized radiation emlanat- laboratory is 0.05 K / ; operationa'l se'nsitivity is
ing from the Earth's surface ýi: a1 cL'ntfe; frequiency estimlated to be (0,5 K or better. Additionai miifr-
(Af .33 6 (Jiz. In its present configtiration. the, nutioui concerninig technical characteristics of the
KRIMS antenna assembhly is enclosed in a pod that KRNMS sensor is provided by Eppler et al. (19S4;
hangs either fromn the hobbyor xv jg of a P'-3 I 986i).
class aircraft. Three parabolic antennas, moun iited Raw data are recorded oti anadog, tape and
120' apart onl a single shaft wvithin) the, pod, rotate converted to digital ionin after the aircraft 11issioii
about a horizontal axis that is parallel to tbe is comiplete (Eppler and flex diatiff, 1990). iDigi-
direction of flight, Oily\ the signal fromt the clown- tized iin'sges are 512 pixels wide. Analog data
ward-facing antenna is sampled and re'cordedl at are sampled to provide 80%i overlap betweenl
anyV given timne. Scan is across track in a ver-tical adjacent pixels. Elachi row of 512 pixels corre-
plane' and provides coverage of 50', both sides of sponds to one( -scan) bv at single antenna acrfoss the(
nadir (Fig, 7). The rate at which Othe antenna full 1000 field of, view. Successive lilies contain
assembly rotates is contriJleld by the operator in radiances derived front a different one( of the three
the aircraft cabin and is set b~ased onl altitude and antennas which repeat in sequence (i.c., 0, 1, 2,

groundic speed to p)rovide 80% overlap between 0. I , 2, 0, 1, and( so forth).

Figue 7 ant geornetry of the KRiMS senisor. Thie downwmard-looking antenina assembly
rotates and scans a 100o_\wide swath beneath the aircraft cet-titredl on nadir. Forward 11rio-
tioni of the aircraft mnoves the footp~rint of'sucecessive swaths fatrther along track. Rotation
rate of the antenina is set such that one swath overlap~s the next by 80%-I at nadir. The met-
(knee angle from which the antenna views the surilice \aries with position alonv --t sean.

1~J

r

50 -50

Continuous sweep

Nadir I
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Test Daita 300

Three iest images oft first-vcar Sea ico. eachA
128 x I12S pixels int size (Fig. 2). wverv extracted
from the central portioll of at liii! K RNS scenev
(512 x .512 pixels). These smialler 1 2S x 1 2S-pixdI
01mages \%(er( used inistead ofl the flull 51 2-pixe~l-
Wide filages, bo0th to reduce (ompipltatiol) time

allti to minitmize cuross-track \~ariance ink micro -

%ave radiance. \Iicro~~ ave emissivit\ \ aries ats at20
hil ictionl of time- ifneidenici' agle frOM Wn~hich at
stirface is vievxed. Part of the variance observed C t ae
in KRiMS data results from iican~ges iii look aiigh'
from pixel to pixel across the I 00) field of \ iew%.15
C:ooler Ibrightlless temperatures (lighter tonies) oil-
serN ed downi the central section of' Figure I ats 7 To 272k
comtpared with warnier temperatures (dark-er 0Ti ~ 5

tones) at imiage limb~s result from diflerentces in_____________
the angfle at which KRMS antennas viewv tite ice 03 09

surface (Fig. 71. fheory predicts and held experi- 0~. Incidence Angle

-- l'ts showv that, fo)r vertically polarized radiation. B 24
vaiaio t 4h First-year Ice0

the caleof tis vriaion s smlles atiica-nadr T 44 max TB for 512 iwes'l0

angles, wl-re look anigle is almost perpendicular %0 oo

to the( surface (Fig. S) (Kontg et al., 1979: Futig and 240i -i

(:hcti,~ I 951: Stogrvn. 4191 Eppler et al.. 1984). E 3600 0 1_
KRXIS scaiis (imuage rows) vcrer sampled to c 0

extract the, middle 1 2S pixels (pixels 192Z-320) so 232 -. Firstyea., Ice -i
(- mean T. for 512 liesý j

that scenie nadir falls bctweemi the middle two 22 v0***
columns of each test image (colutmns 64 antd 635). I
Look. anigle at the extwremes of' these test images 224
is approximnately 1:3'. KR\IS dlata an~alyzedl pre- 240 248 320 3b0 400 440 480 520 560

ViotisIV 5uitggest that the radliometric effect of' PIelPsin
chianges it) look anl~le across these cenitral pixels 0 30 60'
is less thani 2 K for first-\ear sea ice (Fig. 81)) Angle fron Nadir

Statistics that summliarize mminiumn, maximumil Fimzurc S. Vertical1%s polarized britghtress temoperature as a

and meani radiantce for pixels across the test in,,- hiutition of Incidence angle A) ats predicted for Sea wvater.
age (rilk I orrl)(rat frsh ateýr iCe.. auid (lrN_ Silo_ b% a radioflietric muodel

ages( -I )coroboate hes prvior(lata (from Stogrvui, 1981l) alidi 1) as iiieastired front KHMS irn-
and suiggest that bias across the test images is ages of first-Near sea ice (from Eppler vtida.. 19S4). The

not signtiieant. If' data from larger anlgles were vertical dotted hoie in) A) marks the imiaging limit for full-
ilichi Ided, thet varianice stnructu re displaved at the idth KBMS scenes. The imiage limit of test Sce'nes ulsed(

th bere, is approxiinatv~v 130. L~ is amrbient air tempt-ratimrf
enids of' each rowv coul b11 e signiihfcantly (iffervit Mid T_ is sky telipe'ratlire tised inl the n)odl-1 calculation.
from that in thet ce~ntral portioni of' the( scani linle.
This wvould violate Assumrption I above, which
requiires tlv't the( data be stationary in at statistical

seneimage geo inet rv by a factor of 0.33, and redmucti on
Scanl-to-sicant chltinges ill radiance that arise Ojif overlap between adjacent pixels in the down-r)

from diffe-rences betwveen respimose characteristics columni direction from 80% to 40%. Overlap.
of Ohw three antitimias wvere eliminatfed by, usin~g although reduced, remains sufhicierit to ensure
data derived f'romn one of tit three KRMOS anteni- statistical (lepe1detlce betweenC1 adjacent pixels
was. lIn effec't, every third line of the full scene (Assumilptiont 4 above). Scene gemietry andi overlap
Was samlpled. This remults ini forvshortenling (If ini the( across-row direction rern, ins unaffected.
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APPLICATION OF THE WIENER FILTER between the original and desired scene removes
apparent noise of increasing spatial scale. That is,

In applying the Wiener technique to the three the greater the lag, the greater the scale of noise
test images in Figure 2, we evaluated the effect that is minimizied. Additionally, at low values of
of altering values assigned to four key %ariables !ag energy associated with sharp intensity changes
used to design any given Wiener filter: 1) lag [r is smeared over a larger region than for large lags
in Eqs. (1) and (2)] or the number of pixels the as is evident in the first column of images that
original scene is offset to define the desired signal; show a bright feature near the image center.
2) length of the final filter [p in Eq. (3)1; 3) number Figure 10 more clearly shows the enhancement
of lines (channels) to include in the filter (n, of progressively longer events at the expense of
an arbitrary choice); and 4) degree of weighing the higher frequency information.
applied to the empirical correlation functions
(both autocorrelation and cross correlation) in the Length
estimate of the true correlation (flobinson, 1983).
In the present situation, another option is to de- Figure 11 presents the results of applying filters
fine filters that are applied either parallel to the with lengths of 3, 5, 7, and 10 pixels. The lag was

scanning direction (across the image), or perpen- held to 1, the number of lines (channels) was 3,
dicular to the scan direction (down the image). and no weights were applied. Figure 12 displays

The evaluation scheme we will apply involves the original minus filtered images for compari-
mainly visual appraisal of the processed image. son. Visually, the advantage of using longer than
That is, does one combination of variables "look" 3-pixel-length filters is difficult to ascertain in this
any better in terms of presenting desired informa- case as it appears that the majority of the noise
tion than another combination? Statistics such as reduction was accomplished with shorter filters.
root mean square are calculated that are useful It is interesting to note that filters in the range of
for relative comparisons (Robinson, 1983), but it 3-5 pixels correspond roughly to the amount of
is ultimately the visual clarification of the textural average signal overlap contained in each scan,
components in each scene which drives this analy- which is in alignment with the assumptions associ-
sis. The results presented below were selected ated with the application of Wiener theory. Very
from many combinations of lag, length, weight, little improvement is realized with increased filter
and number of included lines that were tried, length, suggesting that, at least on the scale of

variability shown in these images, significant en-
hancement can be obtained using relatively short

Lag filters. However, examination of the normalized
root mean square error associated with a given

Figure 9 presents the original three scenes and filter length (Table 3) suggests that, at least rela-
the results of applying a filters with lags of 1, 2, tive to the case described above, the majority of
3, and 5 pixels. The filter length was held at a the decrease in this error is accomplished with a
constant length of 25 pixels for all scenes. Addi- filter length of 12 pixels and under. This is more
tionally, three channels were incorporated in the clearly demonstrated in Table 4, which depicts
filter design, no weighing was used, and the im- the amount of change in the normalized root-
ages were processed parallel to the scan lines. mean-square error as filter length is increased.
These images, and all subsequent images, are Further examination of Tables 3 and 4 indicate
presented in histogram equalized format and in- that the same is generally true for lags of 2 and
tensity stretched to cover the possible range of 3 pixels whereas filters defined for longer lags
intensities. This processing enhances subtle fea- would benefit by an increased filter length.
tures. Figure 10 presents the original images mi-
nus the processed image, also equalized andL
stretched as previously described. Such presenta-
tion (Fig. 10) is useful f•or determining what effect, Changing the number of lines (channels) used to
if any, a particular filter had on the original image, define the Wiener filter produced results dis-

Figures 9 and 10 show that increasing the lag pla.,yed in Figures 13 and 14. The number of lines
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ABC

Original

Lag 1

Lag 2

Lag 3

Lag 5

Figure 9. Effects of using lags of different magnitude in Wiener-filtered images. UnIfilteredC
images are shown in the first row (original). Images filtered with shifts of 1, 2. 3. and 59
pixels in the horizontal direction (Lag= 1,2.33) are shown in successive ro-ws. Filter length
was held constant at 25 pixels, three adjacent lineCs were used] to define a filter operator.
no weighing applied, and processing was parallel to the scan direction (horizontal in these
images). Note that as lag increases, longer wavelength features are enhanced -while shorter
wavelength features are minimized.
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A B C

Original

Lag 1

Lag 2

Lag 3

Lag 5

Figure 10. Difference images derived by subtracting the filtered images in Figure 9 from
the unfiltered images (first row). Features that appear in these different images represunt
information removed from the unfiltered scenes.

used in each row of images varied from 1 to 10. mum filter. Such cases arise in our data along the
The lag was 1 for all images, the length of the eage of clearly defined features, in the vicinity of
filter was 25, and no weights were applied. Since a textural change, or at abrupt changes in inten-
Wiener theory relies on the autocorrelation and sity. The net result is that the greater the number
cross-correlation functions, highly correlatable of lines used in the analysis, the blockier the
events will tend to dominate design of the opti- filtered image appears to be in Figure 14. Also
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A B C

Original

• ;,:• ..... Length =3

•:• ... Length 5

•i•,Length 7

Length 10

Figure 11. Effect of using Wiener filters of different length (3, 5, 7, and 10 pixels). Lag
was one pixel, three lines were used, and no weighing fiuction was incorporated. Note
the lack of visually significant changes as increasingly longer filter operators are applied.

noted in these images is the tendency of filters of overlap among adjacent scans, which, as noted
composed of larger numbers of lines to enhance before, corresponds to the assumptions which
the more dominant, correlatable events in a scene, underlay this analysis.
which are defined by a larger number of lines.
This results in less enhancement of smaller-scale
features which are defined by relatively few lines. Weight
Using two or three channels in the filter design Changing the weighing function (Figs. 15 and 16)
would roughly correspond to the average amount produced no visually significant differences. The
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A B C

Original

Length = 3

Length = 5

Length = 7

Length = 10

Figure 12. Difference imagec derived from subtracting the filtered images in Figure II
from the unfiltered images (first row). Only subtle changes are observed as filter length in-
creases.

lag was 1, the length was 25, and three lines consider for this type of image data. Further analy-
were included in the filter. The weighing function sis may be warranted when the image displays
values displayed in these images include 0 (no different variance-covariance structures.
weights), 10 (maximum weighing), and 30 and 50
(intermediate weights) [weighing scale defined in
Robinson (1983)]. The conclusion we draw from Scan Direction
these images is that weighing for the correlation Finally, scenes were processed both parallel to
function is not a visually significant variable to the scan direction and perpendicular to the scan
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Table 3. Filter Length and Normalized Table 4. Change ii Normnalized Root-Mean-Square
Root-Mean-Square Error Values for Syst. ms of 1, 2, Error Values for Filters of Increasing [.ength in Ss tsvis of
3, 4, and 5 Lag Pixels Presented for Filter Lengths up 1. 2, 3, 4, and 5 Lag Pixels"
to 25 Pixels"

Change in NorynalhzAd Root ,Meant Squart,

Filter Normalized Root Mean Square Step Lag = 1 Lag = 2 Lag = 3 Lag ý 4 Lag = 5
Length Lag = I Lag=2 Lag=3 Lag=4 Log = 52 0.035 o.w2 0.0M7 0

1 0.339 0.372 0.425 0.492 0.579 2-3 0.011 0.006 0(015 0 006 0.009
2 0.304 0.343 0.408 0.476 0.568 3-4 0.005 0018 0.007 0.015 01020
3 0,293 0.337 0.393 0.470 0.559 4-5 0.019 0(.008 0.013 0.019 0,035
4 0.28S 0.319 0.386 0.455 0.539 5-6 0.003 0.006 0.M1 1 o.ol07 0030
5 0.269 0.311 0.37O 0.436 0.504 6-7 (10106 0.01(1 0017 0.031 0,016
6 0.266 0,305 0.362 0.419 0.474 7-8 0.007 0.012 0.024 o(014 0.015
7 0.260 0.295 0.345 0.388 0.458 8-9 0,012 0.022 0,018 (0117 0,021
8 0.253 0.283 0.321 0.374 0.443 9-10 0,011 0.012 0.005 0.00X 0.01-S
9 0.241 0.261 0.303 0.357 0.422 1(1-11 0.012 0.001.5 o.006 o.113 0. 0 10

10 0.230 0.249 0.298 0.349 0.404 11-12 0.008 0.00.1 0.010 0.0(4 0005
11 0.218 0.244 0.290 0.336 0.394 12-13 0.002 0.007 0.007 0(007 0.006
12 0.210 0.240 0.280 01.332 0.389 13-14 (1.0106 0.006 01.1005 01005 0.00h
13 0.208 0.233 0.273 0.325 0.383 14-153 0.005 0.010:3 0.008 0,007 0(112
14 0.202 0.227 0,268 0.320 0.375 15-16 0.00I4 0.0(15 0.0M6 0.013 0,013
15 0.197 0,224 0.262 0.313 0.363 16-17 (0.005 0.004 (1,006 (11()6 (0.1108
16 0.193 (/.219 0.256 0.300 0,350 17-18 0.004 0.005 0,M6 01112 01,012
17 0.188 0.215 0.250 0.294 0.342 18-19 (Y0O6 0(005 0.007 0.009 0.014
18 0.184 0.210 0.244 0.282 0.330 19-20 0.002 0.006 (1.010 0.011 0.019
19 0.178 0.205 0,237 0.273 0.316 20-21 0.005 0.1007 0.1)09 0.01.'1 0.006
20 0.176 0.199 0.227 0.262 0.297 21-22 0,0114 0,007 0.011 0(0111 0.021

21 0.171 0.192 0.218 0.244 (1.291 22-23 0.006 0.007 01.009 (.0M)0 00M0
22 0.167 0.185 0.207 0.234 0.270 23-24 0,008 0.11(17 0.007 0.012 0.022
23 0.161 0.178 0.198 0.226 0,260 24-25 (0.005 0.004 01005 0.013 0012
24 (.153 0.171 0.191 0.214 0.238 " These %alues were calculated from Table 3. The step Nallies refer
25 0.148 0,167 0.186 0.201 0-226 to the fact that one row of Table .3 representing a gisen filter length

"These values are recorded for the first set of scan lines in the first is subtracted from the previous row, which reflects a filter length I
image and are typical for the majority of the scans in each image. pixel shorter, Larger values in the change c(lumns indicate relati elk
There were three scan lines used to define each filter, larger changes in root-mean-square %alues with increasing filter

length.

direction. No visually significant differences be- duces a slight blocky grain to the image and can
tween images were observed except that the produce a type of ringing along scan lines which
scenes processed parallel to the scan lines seemed traverse sharp intensity contrasts (discontinuous
a little sharper than those processed perpendicu- variability in the scans). The usual practice of
lar to the scan lines. This may be due to the fact applying tapered filter weights (Rush, 1990) to
that there is a larger correlation between adjacent remove this ringing is not normally performed
pixels along a scan than there is between adjacent with the Wiener filter. Rather, the existence of
pixels in two scans simply based on amount of such ringing is probably indicative of a local pixel
oversampling by the instrument, region whose statistical structure differs markedly

from the regional structure. Defining regions with
similar statistical structure before the application

DISCUSSION of Wiener theory might allow the definition of a
single filter that can be used for this region. This

The application of multichannel Wiener theory filter might be defined from previous experience
to passive microwave images of first-year sea ice or simply be the product of the first set of scan
has produced visually sharper images. That is, the lines encountered in the defined region. In our
filtered images appear to be more focused than case, the advantages outweigh the disadvantages
the original images. The advantages of the Wie- because ice textural features that occur on inter-
ner-processed images are that textural features mediate scales are enhanced which is the primary
are enhanced, and high frequency noise is re- objective of this study. A reasonable filter to apply
duced. The disadvantages are that this filter in- in our case would consist of two or three channels,
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A B C

Original

Lines = 2

Lines = 3

Lines = 4

Lines = 10

Figure 13. Effect of using Wiener filters that are composed of different numbers of scan
lines (2•. 3, 4, and 10). In each case, lag was one, filter length was 25, and no weighing
function was used. Image texture becomes increasingly blocky as the number of lines in-
creases.

have a lag of I pixel, a length of approximately In terms of practical application, however,
12-14 pixels, and no correlation weighing. This Wiener theory does have some drawbacks. For
image would be filtered parallel to the scan direc- example, the Wiener algorithm, as implemented
tion. This combination is based on the minimum bv us in this study, defines a new set of filters for
filter needed to show significant visual improve- each collection of scan lines. In a 128 x 128 scene,
ment. More complex filters have not been shown a three-channel filter would involve 129 separate
to increase visual enhancement significantly. applications of the algorithm. This approach, whili
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A B C

Original

•..• •• ....-.. ... i ',•:-,• Lines = 2

Lines 10

Figure 14. Difference images derived by subtracting the filtered images in Figure 13 from
the unfiltered images (first row),
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A B C

Original

Weight =0
(no weighting)

Weight =10
(max weighting)

Weight =30

Weight =50

Figure 15. Effect of weighing on Wiener-filtered images: no weighing (0), maximum
weighing (10), and intermediate weights (30 and 50). Lag was one pixel, three lines used
for filter definition, and filter length was 25 pixels in all cases. Visually significant changes
are not observed as the weighing function varies.
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A B C

Original

Weight = 0
(no weighting)

Weight 10
(max weighting)

Weight = 30

Weight = 50

Figure 16. Difference images derived by subtracting the filtered images in Figure 15 from
the unfiltered images (first row). These difference images generally support the conclusion
that no visually significant differences appear when various weights are applied in the fil-
ter design.

romputationally cumbersome, was chosen in or- changes in intensity such as those associated with
der to allow the filtering scheme to be more sen- different ice types. The result of such an applica-
sitive to changes in altitude, plane position, and tion would be the introduction of a ringing in the
changes in ice type. In such an approach a single region of the abrupt change. If such areas were
filter appropriate for a specific ice-type or ice included in images used to design the filter, the
texture would be defined. This would result in resultant filter would enhance the largest and
significant computational advantages. Such filters most correlatable events at the expense of smaller
could not, however, be applied across abrupt features, such as the more subtle texture observed
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in first-year ice. This is a commntOf problem associ- Research and Developmnent Activitxý, NSTI.. Msispi

ated with most variance algorithms and has re- 54pp

ceived extensive discuIssion in other fields such as Eppler, 1). T., Farmer, L.. D., Lohaiuick, A. W%., and Ilooxer.

seismic analysi s (Wadsworth et al., 1953). M. 1986i), Classification of sea ice typles %sith single-band
(33.6 GuIz) airborne passive nuicrowave irnagerý, J. (.eo-

Pass ive rnicroteave imagery used in this study was acquired phys, Res. 91 ((.:9):10.661 -10,695.
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A.E. Pressman programn manager, and by V.4SA through the Reerhadielpnnt.ciit.teuisSce(-
Snow and Ice Processes Program, R?. Thomnas program manl- t er, MI,), 43 pp.
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